ORDINANCE NO. 20220203-029

AN ORDINANCE AUTHORIZING NEGOTIATION AND EXECUTION OF AN INTERLOCAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS TO ACCEPT GRANT FUNDS FROM THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION FOR THE “CIVIC INNOVATION CHALLENGE” PROJECT TO ADDRESS THE SPATIAL MISMATCH BETWEEN AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND JOBS BY CREATING A COMMUNITY HUB FOR SMART MOBILITY; AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2021-2022 AUSTIN TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT OPERATING BUDGET SPECIAL REVENUE FUND (ORDINANCE NO. 20210811-001) TO ACCEPT FUNDS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS; AND AMENDING THE AUSTIN TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT CAPITAL BUDGET (ORDINANCE 20210811-001) TO TRANSFER IN AND APPROPRIATE THE FUNDS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROJECT.

BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF AUSTIN:

PART 1. Council authorizes the negotiation and execution of an interlocal cooperation agreement with the University of Texas to accept grant funds in the amount of $25,000 from the National Science Foundation for the “Civic Innovation Challenge” project to address the spatial mismatch between affordable housing and jobs by creating a community hub for smart mobility.

PART 2. Council amends the Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Austin Transportation Department Operating Budget Special Revenue Fund (Ordinance No. 20210811-001) to accept $25,000 from the University of Texas for implementation of the community hub project.

PART 3. Council amends the Austin Transportation Department Capital Budget (20210811-001) to transfer in and appropriate grant funds in the amount of $25,000 for the implementation of the community hub project.
PART 4. This ordinance takes effect on February 14, 2022.
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